P6b Blog WB: 10/05/21
Writing
This week in writing we practiced our recount writing in a diary. We wrote a diary entry
from the perspective of someone working in Harland and Wolff building the Titanic. It
could be any time from when they started building till when they finished building the
titanic. It sounded like a really hard job for not much money.
Science
This week we have been learning about buoyancy and how it explain the titanic sinking.
Buoncy is the force that makes things float. We got into groups and got some tinfoil a
bucket of water and coins, we used the tinfoil to make a boat to carry the coins in it we
put it in the bucket of water and seen how many coins it could hold. The boats that held
the most coins had a large surface area. The Titanic sank because water got inside
pushed out the air, water is denser than air.

Social Studies
This week in social studies we started a new topic on the Titanic. We drew a Titanic
cross section and looked at all the interesting rooms it had and where they were
positioned. For example the 3rd class quarters were above the boiler because they
weren’t as important as 1st and 2nd class.

R.E
This week we learnt about Fatima and the miracle of the
sun. Fatima is another name for Mary. We learnt Fatima appeared
to 3 kids and told them that the war will end. She performed
a miracle in front of their eyes. See also performed the miracle of
the sun when the sun lit up lots of colours. We then write our own
special prayer to Fatima, and painted our own miracle of the sun.
We layered pastels with dark paint on top.

Numeracy
In numeracy this week we learnt about function machines. We learnt that if you put a
number in (input) then it is multiplied, added to, taken away from or divided, and then
comes out different (output). We also made our own function machines with a function,
3 inputs and 3 outputs, and others had to find out what the function was. In maths we
learnt about finding volume of a cuboid, we measured different cuboid shapes around
the class.

P.E
In p.e this week we did a warmup called chain tig. And then we played volcanoes
and destroyer. So one team had to flip the volcano the right way up and the other team
had to destroy it. We then we did Rapid Races. So the teacher gave us something to do
until we got to the half way line and then we ran back.

